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BEAM CAMP: Strafford New Hampshire
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Beam Camp was founded in 2004 by Brian Cohen and Danny Kahn to provide children with exciting experiences in creative problem-solving through working with their hands and actively 

collaborating with others.  It reimagined a Scout camp as a maker community, where the hills are splashed with the remnants of high concept installation art in among the trees.                
then, Beam Camp has guided 1000+ campers to cultivate hands-on skills while exploring innovative thinking, 
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Beam Camp has guided 1000+ campers to cultivate hands-on skills while exploring innovative thinking, design and the creative process. Each session campers and staff build a 
spectacular large-scale collaborative project chosen through an annual worldwide design competition. Beam Projects have received international media exposure and won major 
architecture prizes.  To learn more visit http://beamcamp.org
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 This years project promised to connect and test each facet of the community at beam, Combining the talents of  woodworking, mold making, metal work, electrical engineering, 
fabric, earth moving,  team logistics, Set and prop design, combined with a deeper storytelling element than had been previously attempted.  Designed by Evan Ross Murphy  a 
Los Angeles based production designer and artist, who had experimented with adult space simulation camps previously, and was the subject of the 2018 film “The Settlement”, 

Little Willie Lake, just after dawn, 
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August 24 2017, Staff members of Beam Camp in Strafford New Hampshire hike into the woods in search of a local legend.  After hours of walking through thick untraveled 
brush  they come upon a grisly sight.  The gnarled remains of the wreck of a Grumman amphibian plane and what appeared to be the black box.  What they discovered next  
would become the focus of the camps next session and spark the light of a new movement known as Chronesthesia, the roots of which are detailed in this book
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The Diary of Garrett Morgan, 
integral to furthering the study 
of chronesthesian technology.   
Much of what we know about 
the inner workings of the Time 
Tomb and its secrets come 
from within.  It was here that 
we began to put the pieces 
together
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Search parties were mounted 
for the remaining pieces of the 
mystery, Morgans technology 

began receiving chronesthesian 
waves, unsure of what it all 

meant, they pursued leads at 
every chance for free time, 
leaving no stone unturned.  
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29Cleansing water after the discovery of the penteract
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40 The staff gathers before breakfast
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This field would host the creation of 110 cast concrete blocks which line  the Time Tomb and give it power,  campers and staff  each  get to design build mix pour and install their own block from start to finish.  Special 

tools were forged to allow two people to work together to lift the heavier blocks, some reaching 110 lbs. Left: mixed use performance tent, center: latrines, Center right: woodshop. 
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TIME TOMB 
Following in footsteps laid 72 years before the woods 
became alive with meaning. Everything had been 
building towards this, the culmination of the mystery left 
behind by Garret Morgan. If this experiment worked, the 
chance to travel in time was deemed the worthiest of 
causes, and a savored adventure to boot.

Everything was in place.  It was decided that the project 
would move forward.  Once a suitable site had been 
located and aligned and the ground was broken, 
multiple waves of trainees would cycle through the 
project area throughout the day while the talented 
experts focused the energies of the groups.  Fire was 
used for consumption of short ends, moral and later 
ceremonial purposes.  

Here you can visualize the cavity which would soon 
become a concrete wall.  Note the metalwork all cut and 
welded in place by youth.
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50 here we see both the pump and mixing trucks work together with the team from beam to fill each wall cavity.
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After many days and nights of working under tarps in the rain, Blocks arrive at the worksite and are laid out before being mortared into place, mixing takes place in the basin with the precision learned mixing the 
blocks, note the steel roof structure beginning to take shape, while a few last minute blocks are created on site.
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The team was an amalgam of talents and ambitions, following Garrett Morgans designs meant  giving each participant agency in their design and dominion 
over their block.  This Temple would house the mechanisms needed for the experiment, and contain the remnant power of all the memories and wish power 
built into it.  Future Chronesthesian generations will return to this site as a pilgrimage. Participants can use chronesthesia to visit even now. 
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60 Time Tomb nears completion



61This altar is designed to be activated by the secret unwhispered wishes of youth, the only source powerful enough to power the peneteract  within the Time Tomb and project the fifth dimension.
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63multiple layers of excavation revealed a reward
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67the revelry of the campfire ring.
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72 A special thank you is owed to those who went above and beyond working tirelessly to fulfill this dream, 
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The Time Tomb would serve as an altar and furnace for the dreams placed in it by the members of the community.  Lighting the space around it and offering 
a warm hearth to those who would follow, outlasting its creators and welcoming new creators, the time tomb aims to be the spiritual hearth and reflection 
center for future generations of chronesthesian encampments. 
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Time beyond time, sight beyond sight, projections and reflections abound.  You can only sense your light, and become your true self, you 
are all dimensions, and all things are connected to each other and you are connected to all things, perception is yours to control as you 
come through the tunnel into the light all becomes clear, and rest and levitation avails itself to you, sliding through the dimensional gate 
will generally blow your shoes right off, plush creations are created through thought alone and represent the building blocks of the fifth 
dimension contained and extended by the Time Tomb.
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Poem by: Simon J. Rabatin,  Special Thanks: To all the campers and Staff of Beam Camp 2018, Morgan Street, Brian Cohen, Danny Kahn, 
Dexter Cohen, Mitchell Dose, Zena Pesta, Casaundra Brodus-Foote, Garrett Morgan, photography by Sam Penney, David Golann Morgan 
Street and Evan Ross Murphy.

For more information or to learn more about Chronesthesia visit Chronesthesians.com
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